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cross is the center point of the christian faith the point of our salvation these poems and stories focus on the sacrifice of 
calvary and what it means to us Self-Portrait with Dogwood: 

1 of 1 review helpful Five Stars By Gwyndolyn Beautifully written I am enjoying the book it grabs you from the first 
sentence 0 of 0 review helpful The writing ranges from excellent to superb but the various essays don t quite fit 
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together and the dogwood bit gets vague By lyndonbrecht I find this a somewhat difficult book to rate The writing is 
excellent through In the course of researching dogwood trees beloved poet and essayist Christopher Merrill realized 
that a number of formative moments in his life had some connection to the tree named according to one writer because 
its fruit was not fit for a dog As he approached his sixtieth birthday Merrill began to compose a self portrait alongside 
this tree whose lifespan is comparable to a human rsquo s and that from an early age he rsquo s regarded as a talisman 
A memoir for lovers of writing and reading Kirkus s ldquo His memoir written as he was nearing his sixtieth year 
traces the delicate interactive web of creation that links humans and nature illuminating how vital each small being eac 
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